The impact of ecological changes on the development of new somatic genomes has 20 thus far been neglected. This oversight yields an incomplete understanding of the 21 mechanisms that underlie environmental adaptation and can be tackled leveraging the 22 biological properties of ciliates. When Paramecium reproduces sexually, its polyploid 23 somatic genome regenerates from the germline genome via a developmental process, 24 Programmed DNA elimination (PDE), that involves the removal of thousands of ORF-25 interrupting germline sequences. Here, we demonstrate that exposure to sub-optimal 26 temperatures impacts PDE efficiency, prompting the emergence of hundreds of 27 alternative DNA splicing variants that dually embody cryptic (germline) variation and 28 de novo induced (somatic) mutations. In contrast to trivial biological errors, many of 29 these alternative DNA isoforms display a patterned genomic topography, are 30 epigenetically controlled, inherited trans-somatically, and under purifying selection.
In this study, we tested the effect that the environmental temperature has on 143 germline-soma differentiation in P. tetraurelia. Our findings demonstrate, for the first 144 time, that programmed DNA elimination in ciliates is an environmentally sensitive 145 6 process. Since a large number of the IESs affected by temperature changes are 146 epigenetically controlled and are passed down to sexual offspring, our findings also 147 indicate that PDE is a powerful molecular 'stonecutter' capable of generating adaptive 148 somatic variability.
temperature. The vast majority of these somatic IESs have scores in the range of 167 0.1-0.3 (Figure 1A) , with a potential impact on gene expression. 168 Suboptimal temperatures affect also the rate of cryptic IES recognition (TA-bound 169 somatic deletions) ( Figure 1B) . We detect up to a ~2-fold increase when comparing 170 the number of partially excised cryptic IESs unique to 18˚C and 32˚C with those 171 unique to the 25˚C samples ( Figure S1) . Many TA-bound somatic deletions lead to 172 partial or even complete gene ablation and occasionally span multiple genes at once 173 (a catalogue is presented in Table S1 ). Among the 18 TA-bound somatic deletions 174 consistently retrieved across all temperatures (maternally inherited), we find the 195 175 bp-DNA segment containing the promoter and transcription start site of mtA, a DNA- IESs and mostly limited to deletion scores (DS) that tend to be smaller than 0.1 181 (Figure 1B) . As a consequence, we decided to focus the presentation of our results 182 on true IESs. Table S2 . 198 We detected a marked reduction in PDE efficiency at 18˚C and 32˚C relative to 25˚C 199 (Figure 2) . The number of IESs with a greatly intensified retention in the F1 somatic 200 nuclei (IRS F1 > IRS F0 , Binomial test, P adj < 0.05) rises from 43 at 25˚C, to 183 and 201 271 at 18˚C and 32˚C, respectively. Further, most of the significantly retained IESs 202 detected at 18˚C and 32˚C are unique to sub-optimal temperatures-with a 203 treatment-control ratio of ~12-fold (151:13) and ~17-fold (225:13) for 18°C and 32°C, 204 respectively (Figure S2A ). Yet the number of IESs excised with significantly 205 increased efficiency in the F1 generation is comparable across temperatures ( Figure   206 2), with around 50% overlap between each of the experimental lines and the control 207 ( Figure S2B) . The count of significant transitions for the three temperatures tested 208 9 are summarized in Figure 2D . The count ratio of upward (reduced excision 209 efficiency) to downward (increased excision efficiency) IRS transitions after sexual 210 reproduction approaches 1 (43:57) for the control temperature of 25˚C, whereas it 211 rises up to ~3.5 (183:54) and ~5.5 (271:50) the expected maximum number of IESs shared among four genomes is ~107. We 239 observed 934 4-way-shared IESs, a striking ~ninefold increase (Figure 3A) . 240 In principle, somatic IESs shared between independent macronuclei could reflect 
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Pairwise comparisons between groups were performed using a Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test with 262 correction for multiple testing (BH, Benjamini-Hochberg). Statistical significance is indicated for each 263 comparison (****; P < 0.001, ns, non-significant). Outliers are omitted for clarity.
265
Another (not mutually exclusive) explanation for the excess of somatic IESs common 266 to subsequent sexual generations is that these somatic IESs might reflect episodes 267 of possibly ongoing trans-generational epigenetic inheritance. Under these 268 circumstances, we expect that many of the discussed somatic IESs (including the 4-269 way-shared IESs) be epigenetically regulated. We tested this hypothesis taking macronuclei. We found that the excision of roughly half of these IESs is dependent 279 on Dcl2/3 and or Dcl5, i.e., their retention score increases significantly upon Dcl2/3 280 and Dcl5 KD (Figure 4) . 281 We then examined how extensively the 4-way-shared IESs are under the control of 282 Dcl2/3-5 (data taken from ParameciumDB). We found that 166 (out of the 934) IESs 
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Purifying selection shapes IES retention profiles 318 To deepen our understanding of the biological significance of somatic IESs, we 319 performed a systematic analysis of their genomic distribution. The expectation is that 320 non-trivially retained IESs are more prevalent in i) intergenic regions and ii) weakly 321 expressed genes or genes that are not critical for development or cell viability.
322
Indeed somatic IESs (IRS > 0.1) preferentially occupy intergenic regions ( Figure 5A) . 323 Furthermore, they are more likely to occur in genes that in the P. tetraurelia strain 51 324 are weakly expressed in the vegetative stage ( Figure 5B) . Interestingly, the ratio of vs. 5.4%), whereas the reverse pattern is found for the control set (3.3% vs. 20.6%).
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We infer that the vast majority of incomplete IES excisions would likely impact protein 379 availability-a condition that by silencing some genes rather than others might be genes that are more susceptible to incomplete IES excision than others. 411 We hypothesized that there are genes in P. tetraurelia that are particularly IES-dense 412 and thus more likely to be among the genes hit by IES retention. In testing this 413 hypothesis, we found that genes significantly affected by IES retention at 18˚C and 414 32˚C do have significantly greater than average number of IESs (Figure 7A ) and IES 415 density (Figure 7B) . Furthermore, TPR motif-containing proteins (IPR019734) and
416
GFR cysteine-rich domain-containing proteins (IPR009030) exhibit significantly 417 elevated numbers of IESs per gene, being among the most IES-rich genes in the P. 418 tetraurelia genome (Figure 7C) . While both the GFR and TPR protein families are 419 extremely IES-rich, only the latter is also ultra-IES dense (Figure 7D) : with IES 420 densities up to 10 IES/kb, the TPR-motif family of proteins alone accounts for almost 421 3% (1,200 IESs) of the 44,928 PGM-set of IESs (an example of TPR-motif gene is in 422 Figure 7E ).
423
The pronounced representation of GFR-and TPR-containing proteins in our dataset 424 might be merely expected by chance. To address this question, we partitioned P. 425 tetraurelia genes into three groups on the basis of their InterPro domain annotations,
426
TPR, GFR and Protein kinase-like domain (PKD) genes, with the latter group serving 427 as a control in the enrichment analysis. We find that the number of GFR-genes ( Conversely, we find a deficit of IESs in e.g. translation-associated factors. We show that the rate of spontaneous IES retention and cryptic IES recognition 488 increase at sub-optimal temperatures (Figure 1) whereas PDE experiences an optimal performance at 25˚C (Figure 2) . IES excision 494 is therefore greatly sensitive to changes in the environmental temperature, a finding 495 that may be surprising given that Paramecium is continuously exposed to quotidian excised IESs that are epigenetically controlled (Figure 3, Figure 4) . We therefore 510 consider it most likely that the somatic variability introduced at sub-optimal 511 temperatures depends significantly on the environmentally induced modulation or re-512 wiring of the epigenetic machinery regulating IES excision. . It is further strengthened by the observation that non-trivial IES retention events 522 are mainly located within weakly expressed genes (Figure 5) . down to the sexual offspring after autogamy (Figure 4) . Additionally, the nuclear 530 prevalence of these somatic IESs increases in the sexual progeny upon exposure to 531 suboptimal temperatures (Figure 3B) availability, as inferred by the introduction of PTCs in the ORFs (Figure 6) . In a small 541 fraction of observed cases, IES insertion might additionally produce diversified protein 542 sequences (Figure 6) . Next, we performed an in-depth analysis of the genes hit by 543 IES retention in response to PDE's thermo-plasticity. We found that at least one IES-544 rich gene family, TPR proteins, is particularly prone/susceptible to inefficient IES 545 excision (Figure 7) . Although the function of these proteins is currently unknown, their 546 domain signatures suggest that they are involved in protein-protein interactions.
547
Considering that TPR protein-coding genes are IES rich and yet successfully freed 548 from IESs at 25˚C, it might simply be that the excision machinery performs particularly 549 poorly in IES rich regions at sub-optimal temperatures. Alternatively, IES excision in 550 TPR protein-coding genes may be actively modulated in sub-optimal environments as 551 a mechanism of gene expression control and/or to facilitate protein diversification. This 552 24 alternative hypothesis is consistent with the high enrichment of epigenetically 553 controlled IESs, Dcl5-IESs in particular, in TPR protein-coding genes (not shown).
554
Finally, we explored the possible impact of IES retention on cellular functions and 555 found that IES-containing genes are significantly more likely to be involved in 556 processes such as signal transduction, cellular protein modification, and transport of 557 ions across membranes ( Table 1) . These results open the possibility that, much like Our study offers fresh insights with regard to two current models-cryptic vs de novo In conclusion, we demonstrate that sub-optimal temperatures can modulate the To evaluate the effect of the growth temperature on PDE, fully homozygous isogenic 618 Paramecium cells were cultured in daily re-isolation and passed through autogamy 619 (self-fertilization) at three different temperatures. After a first round of autogamy at 620 25˚C to establish a parental line, one post-autogamous parental cell was isolated and 621 allowed to divide in fresh medium (Figure 8, leftmost edge) . Three of the resulting 622 isogenic cells in turn were used to start three sub-lines that were cultured in daily re- We compiled a table (Table S2, 
Impact of Incomplete IES Excision on Genes
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For IESs located in the coding region of protein-coding genes we checked whether 735 their retention promotes the induction of a premature translation termination codon 736 (PTC). We calculated the IES's position with respect to the translation start codon,
737
inserting the IES at this location and scanning this artificial CDS+IES-construct for an 738 in-frame TGA (the only stop codon in Paramecium) upstream of the annotated one.
739
In case a PTC was detected, we marked the distance of the PTC to the CDS start 740 and, in case of non-3n IESs (IESs with a size that is not a multiple of 3), we marked 741 whether the PTC occurred inside the IES body or downstream.
743
Gene families and GO-term enrichment analyses 744 For each investigated temperature we tested whether specific gene families were 745 over or under-represented among the genes affected by significant IES retention. We 746 devised a sampling procedure that accounts for non-homogeneous IES densities 
